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Abstract 
The strong asymptotic behaviour of orthogonal polynomials with respect to a general class of varying measures is 
given for the case of the unit circle and the real line. These results are used to obtain certain asymptotic relations for 
the polynomials involved in the construction of Hermite-Pade approximants of a Nikishin system of functions. 
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1. Introduction 
1. Let {Qn}, nE I\J, be a sequence of monic polynomials, deg Qn = n, and {.un} a sequence of 
finite positive Borel measures each of which has its support S(l1n) contained in the real line IR. 
We say that the sequence of polynomials is orthogonal with respect to the (sequence of) varying 
measures if 
0= J x"Qn(x)dl1n(x), v=O, ... ,n - 1. 
Notice that the nth polynomial only satisfies orthogonality relations with respect to the nth measure. 
Under general assumptions on the measures {l1n}, we aim to find the strong asymptotics of the 
polynomials {Qn}. In [6] one of the authors obtained similar results but for a narrower class of 
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varying measures. The object of the present extension is to cover classes of varying measures which 
appear in Hermite-Pade approximation and could not be treated with the previous results. We use the 
present results to study asymptotic relations between the polynomials involved in the construction of 
the common denominators of the Hermite-Pade approximants corresponding to a Nikishin system of 
functions. Similar relations for the more general mixed Angelesco-Nikishin systems remain unknown. 
2. Let us see what these strong asymptotics results look like for measures on the unit circle. Let 
Pn and P finite positive Borel measures on [0,2n]. By Pn ~ p, we denote the weak convergence 
of Pn to P as n tends to infinity. This means that for every continuous 2n-periodic function j on 
[0,2n] 
}i,~1211 j(e)dPn(e) = 1211 j(e)dp(e). 
Unless otherwise stated, the limits of integration with respect to e will always be ° and 2n, thus 
they will not be indicated in the following. 
Let {dPn}nEN be a sequence of finite positive Borel measures on the interval [0,2n] such that 
for each nE N the support of dPn contains an infinite set of points. By de, we denote Lebesgue's 
measure on [0,2n], and p~ = dpn/de, the Radon-Nykodym derivative of dPn with respect to de. By 
N (resp. 1, IR, C) we denote the set of natural (respectively, integer, real, complex) numbers. 
Let {w,;}nEN be a sequence of polynomials such that, for each nE N, w,; has degree n (deg w,; = n) 
and all its zeros {Wn,i}, 1 ~ i ~ n, lie in the closed unit disk. We assume that the indexes are taken 
so that if W = ° is a zero of w,; of degree m then W n, I = W n,2 = ... = Wn,m = 0. Set 
A certain link is needed between the measures Pn and the polynomials w,;. 
Definition 1. Let k E 1 be a fixed integer. We say that ({ dpn}, { w,;}, k) is admissible on [0, 2n] if: 
(i) There exists a finite positive Borel measure p on [0,2n] such that Pn ~ p, n --Y 00. 
(ii) IldO"nl1 = J dO"n(e) < +00, \in EN. 
(iii) JI1;-:llz-wn,il-2dPn(e)~M<+00, z=eiO , nEN (this condition applies only to the case 
when k is a negative integer). 
(iv) limn ---. oo L~=l (l-Iwn,il)=+oo. 
Condition (ii) of admissibility guarantees that for each pair (n, m) of natural numbers we can 
construct a polynomial ({In,m(z) = i1n,mZm + ... that is uniquely determined by the relations of orthog-
onality 
j = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1, Z = ei(~ 
deg ({In,m = m, i1 n,m > 0. 
Under this admissibility condition, we will obtain the next result which is an extension of Theorem 2 
in [6]. 
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Theorem 1. Let ({dpn},{w,,},k) be admissible on [O,2rr]. Suppose that 10gp'EL1[O,2rr] and 
lim infn->oc J log p~(8)d8~ J logp'(8)d8. Then 
1· ((In,n+k(Z) - S( ) Im k - p,Z, 
n -->= Z w,,(z) (1) 
where the limit is uniform on each compact subset of {z: Izl > 1} and 
S(p,z) = exp - --log p (e) d(e) , { lJW+Z , } 4rr w - Z 
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1 and we state some results 
needed for the proof of the corresponding strong asymptotics on the real line. The case of the real 
line is treated in Section 3. The final Section 4 is dedicated to the study of Hermite-Pade orthogonal 
polynomial corresponding to a Nikishin system of functions. 
2. Szego type theorem on the unit circle 
The next result is an extension of a similar one which appears in [7] suitable for the type of 
varying weights which we are considering. In [7] the varying weight is of the form dp/I w,,(z)i2 
and (i) of Definition 1 is immediate. The proof in this more general setting may be found 
in [3]. 
Theorem 2. Let ({dpn},{W,,},k) be admissible on [O,2rr], then 
1w,,(z)i2 de ~ dp(e), z=eiO. 
1 ({In,n+k(Z)i2 
(2) 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we notice that if we multiply w" by a certain constant the corresponding 
orthonormal polynomials are multiplied by the same constant and the ratio on the left-hand side of 
(1) remains unaltered. Thus without loss of generality we may suppose in the following that w" is 
monic, If Pn is a polynomial of degree exactly equal to n, we denote as usual Pn*(z)=znPn(1/z). It 
will more convenient for us to prove the equivalent relation 
1, J¥,,*(z) S( ) Im = p,z 
n -->= ({J;,I1+k(z) 
uniformly on each compact subset of {z: Izl < I}. In the following, we will denote {z: Izl < I} by D. 
First, let us show that 
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is unifonnly bounded on each compact subset of D. In fact, since q>~,n+k(Z) has no zeros in D, using 
Cauchy's fonnula and Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality we obtain for zED 
1 
w,,*(z) 1 ~ ~ J 1 wJ¥,,*(w) 1 de 
q>~.I1+k(Z) "" 2n (w - z)q>~,n+k(w) 
~JI~12 dex 2n w - z 
1 
~ -, ---,--------,-
mflwl=1 Iz - wl 
From Theorem 2 we have that the last integral tends to J p[O, 2n]/2n as n goes to 00, since 
! 
J¥,,*(w) 1 I W,,(w) I Iwl = 1. 
q>~,n+k(W) - q>n,n+k(W) , 
Thus, if K is a compact subset of D, for each B > ° and all sufficiently large nE N 
sup 1 ~*(z) 1 ~-. ___ 1--,-__ 
zEK q>n,n+k(z) mflwl = I,z E K Iz - wl 
p[0,2n] 
2n + B 
as we needed to prove. 
Take {J¥,,* /q>~,"+d, nE r, re N, a convergent subsequence whose limit is Sr. We will prove 
that Sr E H 2(D), Sr =I 0, and 
Sr(O) ?: exp{ 41n J log p'( e) de }. (3 ) 
In fact, 
unifonnly on each compact subset of D. On the other hand, for each B > ° and all sufficiently 
large n, O<r< 1, 
"t~, 1 q>~:;72) I' d9<> {I~' 1 q>~:;72) I' d9<>p[O,2n] H 
Thus, taking limits, we obtain that 
jVI=r ISr(w)1 2 de~p[0,2n] + B. 
Since this inequality holds for each 0< r < 1, we have that Sr E H2(D). 
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It is obvious that w,,* of: 0 in D. Hence, either S r == 0 or S r( z ) of: 0 for all zED. But, denoting 
<1>n.n+k = rx;;~+k CPn,n+k and using Jensen's inequality, we obtain 
( ~*(0))2 =_2_.1_=~jl<1>n,n+k(w)12 dPn(e)~~jl<1>;,n:k(W)12 p~(e)de CPn.n+k(O) rxn.n+k 2n w,,(w) 2n w" (w) 
~ exp { 21n j log 1 <1>~:t~ ~) 12 de + 2~ j log p~( e) de} 
= exp {21n j log p~(e) de }. 
Therefore 
Sr(O) = liminf w,,*(~~)~ liminfS(pn,O)~S(p,O)= exp{-41 jIOgp'(e)de} >0, 
n Er CP;,n+k n ~oo n 
where the second inequality holds by hypothesis. 
Since the family is uniformly bounded on each compact subset, it is sufficient to prove that any 
convergent subsequence tends to S(p, z). To this end, it is sufficient to show that 
Re(1ogSr(z)) = log ISr(z)1 = Re(logS(p,z)) 
= ~ jP(z, w) logp'(e)de = Re(1ogS(p,z)), 
4n 
where P(z, w) denotes Poisson's kernel. 
However, using once more Jensen's inequality and Theorem 2, we get 
1 1
2 { 1 12} . W*(z) . 1 W*(w) ISr(zW = hm * n () = hm exp 2 jP(Z, w) log <1>/ ( ) de 
n Er CPn,n+k Z n Er n n,n+k W 
. 1 W*(w) 1 
1 1
2 
~hm-jp(z,W) n ( ) de=-2 jP(z,w)dP(e). 
n Er 2n <1>;.n+k w n 
Taking limits in the above inequality as r tends to 1, r < 1, z = re iO', using Fatou's Theorem (see 
Chapters 11 and 17 in [8]) and the fact that Sr E H2(D) we obtain 
ISr(eie'W ~p'(e'), 
almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue's measure on [0,2nl 
Hence 
Re(1ogSr(z)) = log ISr(z)1 = ~ jP(z, w)log ISr(wWde 
4n 
~ 41n j P(z, w)logp'(e)de=Re(logS(p,z)). 
But, according to (3), we have that 
Re(logSr(O)) = log ISr(O)1 ~ 41n j log p'(e) de = 4~ j P(O, w) log p'(e) de. 
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Therefore, using the maximum principle for harmonic functions it follows that 
1 j' Re(logSr(z))=- P(z,w)10gp'(8)d8 4n 
as we wanted to prove. From this, it follows that Im(logSr(z)) and Im(logS(p,z)) differ in a 
constant value. Since Im(log Sr(O)) = 0 = Im(log S(p, 0)) this constant is zero. With this we conclude 
the proof of Theorem 1. D 
For the analogue of Theorem 1 on the real line, we need an additional result on the unit circle, 
When the varying measure is dp/I w,.(z)J2 its proof is given in [7]. For the type of varying measures 
considered here the proof appears in [3]. Therefore, we limit ourselves to its statement. First, let us 
introduce another definition. 
Definition 2. Let k E 71. be a fixed integer. We say that ({ dPn }, {w,.}, k) is strongly admissible on 
[0,2n) if it is admissible and additionally 
(i) limn~oo J1p~(8) - p'(8)1 d8=0, 
(ii) pi> 0 almost everywhere on [0, 2n]. 
Theorem 3. Let ({ dpn}, {w,.},k) be strongly admissible on [0,2n), then 
lim <Pn,n+k+'(O)=O, 
n~oo 
I, <P;,n+kCw) l' CP;,n+k(w) 0 lm =lm = 
n-+oo <Pn,n+kCw) /1-+00 CPn.n+k(W) , Iwl>l, 
where in (5) the convergence is uniform on each compact subset of the prescribed regions. 
3. Szego type theorem on the real line 
(4) 
(5) 
In this section, we provide a similar result to Theorem 1 for sequences {l1n}nEN of finite positive 
Borel measures on [-1, 1) whose supports contain infinitely many points. 
Let {W2n}nEN be a sequence of polynomials with real coefficients such that, for each nE N: 
deg w2n = i", 0 ::Un ~2n; and W2n?0 on [-1,1]. If in <2n, let X2n,i = 00 for 1 ~ i ~2n-in; if, addition-
ally, in> 0, then {X2n,J2n~in+' ""i",,2n, denotes the set of zeros of W2n' When in = 2n, then {X2n,i}' ""i",,2n, 
is the set of zeros of W2n. 
Set dTn = dl1n/w2n. If, for each nE N, 
/
' d,unCx) 
--<+00 ~, W2n(X) , 
we can construct the table of polynomials {In.m}n,mEN, such that IIl,m=/3Il,mxm+"., /3n.m>O, is the 
mth orthonormal polynomial with respect to Tn; that is, these polynomials are uniquely determined 
by having positive leading coefficients and satisfying the relations 
/ ' In,kln,mdTn(x)=ih,m' ~, 
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The limits of integration with respect to x will always be -1 and 1, thus they will not be indicated. 
According to the prescribed conditions W2n( cos 8) is nonnegative for 8 E IR, thus (see p. 3 of [9]) 
there exists an algebraic polynomial W~n(w) of degree in whose zeros lie in {lzl~I} such that 
w2n(cos8)= IW;n(e iO )1 2, 8E [0,2n]. 
It is easy to see that the zeros of W;n are the points {I/I['(x2n.i)}2n~i,,+''';;i'';;2n' where I[' denotes the 
conformal mapping ofC\[-I,I] onto {lzl>I} such that 1['(00)=00 and 1['1(00»0 (on [-1,1] 
we extend I[' continuously, considering the interval to have two sides as it is usually done). Take 
W2n = z}n~in W~n; then, deg W2n = 2n and 
The polynomials In,m are closely related to the polynomials C{J2n,2m orthonormal with respect to the 
measure a2n defined by 
d.un(cos 8) 
da2n( 8) = dTn( cos 8) = 1 W2n(z )1 2 ' 
That is, da2n(E)=dTnC{cos8; 8EE}) whenever EC[O,n] or Ec[n,2n]. Thus, writting a2n(8) = 
da2n( {O ~ t ~ 8}), we have 
a2n( 8) = { Gn( cos 8), 0 ~ 8 ~ n, 
-Gn(cos8), n~8~2n, 
where Gn(x)=J~,dTnCt), XE[-I,I], at every point 8 where a2n is continuous; and so, almost 
everywhere in [0,2n]. Furthermore, 
a;n(8) =Isin 81 Gn(cos 8) =Isin 811~:~:~o~i2 =Isin 81 «cos 8), 
whenever either side exists (thus almost everywhere). Notice that al > 0 almost everywhere if TI > 0 
almost everywhere, where 
a( 0) = { T( cos 8), 0 ~ e ~ n , 
-T(COSe), n~e~2n. 
For n fixed, we can use the well-known formula (see Theorem V.1.4 of [4]) 
I (x) = C{J2n,2m(Z) + C{J;n,2m(Z) 
n,m zmJ2n(1 + <P2n,2m(0))' 
where <P2n,2m = C{J2n,2m/rx2n,2m and x = ~(z + I/z). 
(6) 
We denote dPn(e) = d,un(cos e) and dp(8) = d,u(cos e) as above. Notice that, since log 1 sin(e)1 E 
L'[0,2n],log(pl(e)) belongs to L'[0,2n] whenever log(.ul(x)) belongs to L'[-I, 1] 
Definition 3. Let k E 7L be fixed, we say that ({.un}, { W2n}, k) is strongly admissible on the interval 
[-1,1] if ({Pn}, {W2n },k) is strongly admissible on [0,2n]. 
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From the construction above, it is easy to see that this reduces to ({,un}, {W2n}, k) satisfying 
(I) There exists a finite positive Borel measure ,u on [-1, 1] such that ,un ~,u, n -+ 00, and 
lim J l,u:, - ,u'1 dx = O. 
n -too 
(11) ,u' > 0 almost everywhere. 
(Ill) Ild!nll = J d!n(x) < +00, nE N. 
(IV) J TI~~ 11 - (X/X2n,i)I-1 d,un(x)~M <+00, nE N, where X/X2n,i=O if X2n,i=00 (this condition 
applies only to the case when k is a negative integer). 
(V) limn -tOO I:~~I (1 - I IJ'(:2n,i )1) = +00. 
Under these conditions one gets 
Theorem 4. Let ({,un}, {W2n}, 2k - 1) be strongly admissible on the interval [-1,1]. Suppose that 
log,u' ELl [-1,1] and lim infn -tOO J log ,u~(x) dx? J log ,u'(x) dx. Then 
. /~,n+k(x) 1 2 }~~ [1J'(x)]2k W2n(X)B2n (x) = 2n[S(,u(COS ()), IJ'(X))] , 
where the limit is uniform on each compact subset of C \ [-1,1] and 
B2n(x) = IT IJ'(x) - IJ'(X2n,i) . 
i=1 1 - IJ'(X2n,i)IJ'(X) 
(7) 
Proof. We have the equality W2n(X) = W2n(z) W2n(z), where X= cos() and z=eiO. This is equiva-
lent to W2n(X) = W2n(z) W2n(l/z). Therefore Z2nW2n(X) = W2n(z) W2:(z), Izl = 1, X= k(z + (l/z)). By 
analytic continuation, we have 
x=k(z+(l/z)), zEIC. 
Using this relation and (6), we obtain 
/~,n+k(X) 
W2n(X) 
2 ( ) (1 + "';n,2n+,,(Z»)2 
<f>2n,2n+2k Z "'2n,2n+2k(Z) 
Izl > 1. 
Let us rewrite this formula in the more convenient form. 
/2 () (1 + "';n,2n+2k(Z»)2 
n,n+k X W2*n( IJ'(X)) = ("'2;,2n+2k(Z»)2 "'2n,2n+2k(Z) Izl > 1. 
[1J'(X)]2k W2n(X) W2n(IJ'(X)) z·k W2n(Z) 2n(1 + <P2n,2n+2k(O))' 
Notice that 
2n ( 1) 
W2n(IJ'(X)) = IT IJ'(x) - IJ'(X2n,i) , 
Therefore, 
W2:( IJ'(x)) 
W2n( IJ'(x)) = B2n(x), 
(8) 
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where ('l'(x) - 'l'(X2n,i))/(1 - 'l'(X2n,i)'l'(X)) = l/'l'(x) if X21l,i = 00. Taking limits in (8) as n tends 
to 00, using (1), (4), and (5) we arrive to (7). The proof is complete. D 
4. Application 
Let us explain the connection between the systems of orthogonal polynomials with respect to 
varying measures and Hermite-Pade approximation of Nikishin systems of functions. In (1-5], the 
more general construction of mixed Angelesco-Nikishin systems (or generalized Nikishin systems) 
is studied and the nth root asymptotic behavior of their Hermite-Pade approximants is given. We 
adopt the notation introduced in [5] and use some of the new orthogonality relations which those 
authors have revealed. 
Let FI and F2 be two nonintersecting segments of the real line, O't and 0'2 two finite positive 
Borel measures such that S(O'dcF), S(0'2)cF2. We define a new measure (0'),0'2) 
J d0'2(t) A d(O'), 0'2)(X) = -- dO't(X) = 0'2(x)dO't(x). x - t 
This measure (0'),0'2)' obviously has constant sign on its support Ft. 
For a system of segments F I , F2, . .. , Fm, such that FIe n FIe+ I = 0, k = 1,2, ... , m - I, and finite, 
positive Borel measures 0'1, 0'2, ... ,0' m, S( O'k) c FIe, k = 1,2, ... , rn, we define inductively the measures 
Thus, on F1, we have defined m finite Borel measures each one with constant sign. Set 
The system of functions (/1, /2,' .. , /m), where 
!k(Z)=Sk(Z)= J dsk(x), k= l, ... ,m 
z-x 
defines what is called a Nikishin system. 
Consider a multi-index n=(n), n2, ... ,nm)E Nm. There exists a polynomials Qn that satisfies the 
conditions 
Qnto, degQn:::;:lnl=nl +· .. +n m 
(Qn/k -Pn,d(Z)=O(zn~+I)' Z->OO, k= l, ... ,m, (9) 
where Pn,k is a polynomial. The rational functions 
R - P",k k 
n,k - QIl ' = I, ... , m, 
constitute the Hermite-Pade approximants (or simultaneous Pade approximants) of the system 
(/)' ... , /m) relative to the multi-index n. From (9), it follows that 
(10) 
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In the sequel, we assume that the multi-index n = (n], ... , n Ill) satisfies 
For each multi-index n (with property (11)), we define inductively the following functions: 
J 'Pn,k-l(X) 'Pn,k(Z) = dO'k(x), z-x k=I, ... ,m. 
For each j = 0, ... , m-I and k = j + 1, ... , m, we define the measure 
We have 
Lemma 1. For each j = 0, ... , m-I, the functions 'Pn,j satisfy 
0= J xl''Pn.jdsf(x), v=O, ... ,nk_], k=j+ 1, ... ,m. 
(11 ) 
(12 ) 
(13) 
For j = 0, (13) coincides with (10). The proof may be carried out by induction showing that if the 
statement is true for j E {O, ... , m - 2} then it also holds for j + I (for details see Proposition 1 
in [5]). 
Taking k = j + 1, s1+ 1 = O'i+ 1 and (13) indicates that 
0= J XV'Pn,j(x)dO'j+I(X), v=O, ... ,llj+1 - 1, j=O, ... ,m - 1. (14 ) 
From (14), it follows that 'Pn,j(z) has at least ni+1 changes of sign on 0+1. Denote by Qn,k the monic 
polynomial whose zeros are the zeros of 'Pn,k-I on Fk (counting their multiplicities). According to 
(14), degQn,k~nk' Denote Qn,m+1 = 1. Set 
m 
Nn•k = Lnj' k=I, ... ,m. 
i=k 
Lemma 2. For k= 1, ... ,m 
0 = J 1'ITI () dO'k(x) x Tn,k-l X Q ()' v=O, ... ,Nn,k - 1. 
n.k+1 X 
(15) 
For k = m, (15) reduces to (14) with j = m-I. For the rest of the indicated values of k, the formula 
may be proved by induction for decreasing values of the index k (for details, see Proposition 2 in [5]). 
Using (15), we have that deg Qn.k ~Nn,k' From (12), (15), and Cauchy's integral formula, it is 
easy to deduce that if for some k, deg Qn,k > Nn,k, then deg Qn,k-I > Nn,k-I. Since 'Pn,O = Qn, and 
deg Qn:(: 1nl = Nn,], we obtain (for details, see Proposition 3 in [5]) 
Lemma 3. For each k = 1, ... , m, the polynomial Qn,k has exactly Nn,k simple zeros on the interval 
Fk and deg Qn.k = Nn.k • In particular, Qn,1 = Qn. 
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Set Qn,O == 1. For each k = 1, ... ,m, (15) may be rewritten as follows: 
() = r y'n ,(YI I Qn,k-l(X)lJ'n,k-l(X) I dO"k(x) 
J " ;Gn,K,"/ 1 Qn,k(X) IIQn,k-l(X)Qn,k+l(X)I' v=O, ... ,N",k - 1. 
Denote 
K
n
.
k 
= (r Q2 ( ) I Qn,k-l(X)lJ'n,k-l(X) I dO"k(x) \ -1/2 
\J n.k X I Qn.k(X) I IQn,k-l (x )Qn,k+l (x)l) , k = 1, ... , m. 
Take 
Kn.o = 1, Kn k Kn,k = K------'----' k = 1, ... , m. 
n,k-\ 
Define 
F. .(z) =K2 I' Qn,k-l(Z)Pn,k-l(Z) I' 
n,k n,k-l Qn,k(Z) , k=I, ... ,m. 
With this notation, qn.k is orthonormal with respect to the varying measure 
IQn.k-l(X)Qn.k+l(X)I· (16) 
In Theorem 5 there is no need that the index n cover the whole sequence of natural numbers. If the 
conditions of strong admissibility are satisfied for n E A c f\J then the statement is valid taking limit 
as n ---+ 00 for nE A. Next, notice that deg W2n ~ 2n. Thus, the degree of the orthonormal polynomials 
can increase to infinity much faster than degw2n' Moreover, one can even take W2n == 1, for all n, so 
that their degrees may not tend to infinity at all. On the other hand, 
deg W2n - 2 deg In,n+k ~2n - 2(n + k) ~2Ikl, 
where k is a fixed integer, so as n tends to infinity this difference of degrees must remain bounded 
above. 
In addition, it is easy to see that Theorem 4 remains valid if for each n E A, the sign of W2n 
on the interval of orthogonality F = [a, b] is fixed (positive or negative depending on n). The only 
change in the expression (7) is that in the left hand one must add a new factor An = ± 1 depending 
on the sign of W2nCX). In order to consider this fact in the next theorem we define the numbers An.k 
as + 1 if Qn,k-I (x )Qn,k+1 (x) is positive on Fk and -1 if negative. 
In [3] it was proved. 
Lemma 4. Let A be a sequence of multi-indexes such that (11) takes place, nk-I - nk ~ C, 
k = 2, ... , m, where C is a constant independent of nE A, and nl ---+ 00 as n varies over A, As-
sume that for each k = 1, ... ,m, O"~ > 0 almost everywhere on Fk. Then, for each k = 1, ' .. , m 
uniformly on Fk, where 
fl == 1, 
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For k = 1, ... , rn, we denote 'Pk the conformal mapping of C\Fk onto {Izl > I} such that 'Pk( (0) = 00 
and 'Pl(oo) >0. Finally, M",k denotes degQ".k-,Q",H , and 
M •. k 
Q",k-I (x) Q".k+ I (x) = rr (x - Xll, k.i)' 
i=1 
Now, we are ready for 
Theorem 5. Let A be a sequence of multi-indexes such that (11) takes place, nk-I - nk~C, 
k = 2, ... , rn, where C is a constant independent of nE A, and nl ----> 00 as n varies over A. Assume 
that for each k = 1, ... , rn , 10g(0'~) E L'(Fk)' Then, for each k = 1, ... , rn 
Q ()Q () K 2 III III 1 li~ ",k X n,m X ~ rr An.j(x) = rr -[S(/;O';, 'P;(X))]2, 
n E Qn,k-I(X) KII,k_1 j=k j=k 21t 
(17) 
where the limit is uniform on each compact subset of C\(U7 = k F;) and 
M".k 'l'. () 'l'. ( ) 
A ( ) = 1 ITI( )n ,_,- II, rr k x - k XII ,k,i lI.k X A".k Tk X . 
i=1 1 - 'Pk(Xn.k,i )'Pk(X) 
Proof. From Lemma 4 it is easy to see that the varying measures (16) verify the strong admis-
sibility condition because the functions F".k converge to fk uniformly on Fk. On the other hand, 
10g(fkO'D ELl (Fk) since fk is a strictly positive continuous function on the interval Fk. From this 
and the uniform convergence of F",k to fb it is obtained that all the functions F",k are bounded from 
below by a positive constant independent of n E A. Hence, 10g(F".kO'D ELl (Fk) and 10g(F",d tends 
to log(fk) uniformly on Fk as n E A. Then, the condition 
liminf r 10g(F", k(x)0'~(x))dx~ r 10g(fk(x)0'~(x))dx 
nEA JF, JF, 
also takes place. 
Notice that deg(Q~.d - degQn.k-1 degQ".k+1 =2N",k - N",k-I - Nn,HI =nk - nk - h no=O. The 
numbers nk - nk - I depend on n but they remain bounded so, it has no relevance in order to 
calculate the limit. Therefore, using (7) for j = 1, ... ,rn, we obtain 
1· Q~.;Cx) KI;,j, . '1'.( )";- 1 - niB - ~ [Se 1'. I '1'.( ) )]2 (18) Im Q ()Q () K2 An", X I/, } - 2 J jO'i' .I x , 
nEA n,j-I X n.j+1 X n,j-I 1t 
where the limit is uniform on each compact subset of C\F; and 
B . _ Mrr··
j 
'l';(x) - 'l';(X",j,i) 
n,} - • 
i=1 1- 'P;(Xn. j, i)'l';(X) 
If we multiply the expressions (18) for j = k, .. . ,rn, we obtain the result stated. 0 
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